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Equal Rites 2009-11-24
they say that a little knowledge is a dangerous thing but it is not one half so bad as a lot
of ignorance everybody knows there s no such thing as a female wizard so when the wizard drum
billet accidentally passes on his staff of power to an eighth daughter of an eighth son a girl
called eskarina esk for short the misogynistic world of wizardry wants nothing to do with her
thankfully granny weatherwax the discworld s most famous witch has plenty of experience
ignoring the status quo with granny s help esk sneaks her way into the magical unseen
university and befriends apprentice wizard simon but power is unpredictable and these bright
young students soon find themselves in a whole new dimension of trouble let the battle of the
sexes begin if you ve never read a discworld novel what s the matter with you guardian
pratchett uses his other world to hold up a distorting mirror to our own the times equal rites
is the first book in the witches series but you can read the discworld novels in any order

A Hat Full of Sky 2012
tiffany aching a hag from a long line of hags is trying out her witchy talents when she leaves
home and is apprenticed to be a real witch but this time will the thievin fightin and drinkin
skills of the wee free men be of use or must tiffany rely on her own abilities

Men At Arms - Playtext 2011-09-30
scarcely a year on from the events of guards guards the ankh morpork city night watch find
their services are once more needed to tackle a threat to their city a threat at least as
deadly as a 60 foot dragon but mechanical and heartless to boot it kills without compunction
it is the first gun on the discworld the original watch captain vimes sergeant colon corporal
carrot and corporal nobbs are joined by some new recruits selected to reflect the city s
ethnic make up lance constable cuddy a dwarf detritus a troll and angua a w well best to find
out for yourself

Terry Pratchett's Narrative Worlds 2018-02-12
this book highlights the multi dimensionality of the work of british fantasy writer and
discworld creator terry pratchett taking into account content political commentary and
literary technique it explores the impact of pratchett s work on fantasy writing and genre
conventions with chapters on gender multiculturalism secularism education and relativism
section one focuses on different characters situatedness within pratchett s novels and what
this may tell us about the direction of his social religious and political criticism section
two discusses the aesthetic form that this criticism takes and analyses the post and meta
modern aspects of pratchett s writing his use of humour and genre adaptations and
deconstructions this is the ideal collection for any literary and cultural studies scholar
researcher or student interested in fantasy and popular culture in general and in terry
pratchett in particular

The Intertextuality of Terry Pratchett’s Discworld as a Major
Challenge for the Translator 2017-01-06
for the translator intertexts are among chief problems posed by the source text often unmarked
typographically direct or altered not necessarily well known and sometimes intersemiotic
quotations and references to other writings and culture texts call for erudition and careful
handling so that readers of the translation stand a chance of spotting them too for the reader
the rich intertextuality of terry pratchett s discworld series is among its trademark features
consequently it should not be missed in translations whose success thus depends significantly
on the quality of translation of the intertexts which as is highlighted here cover a vast and
varied range of types of original texts the book focuses on how to deal with pratchett s
intertexts how to track them down analyse their role predict obstacles to their effective
translation and suggest translation solutions complete with a discussion of the translation of
selected intertextual fragments in the polish version Świat dysku a concise overview of
intertextual theories and an assessment of the translator s work



Kotlinイン・アクション 2017-10-31
この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません
kotlinの基本からjvmやandroidデバイス上で動作するアプリケーションの構築まで 言語の開発者が解説 kotlin コトリン は intellij ideaなどのideで有名
なjetbrainsが開発したプログラミング言語です jvm上で動作するいわゆる jvm言語 であり javaとの高い親和性を備えています 2017年5月にgoogleがandroidの開
発言語として公式サポートすると発表したため 注目されました kotlinは javaと相互運用することを念頭において開発され jvm環境ならどこでも動きます javaのコードをkotlin
にコンバートしたり 両者が混じり合ったコードすらコンパイルできるなど javaの知識を活かしつつ移行可能です javascriptやネイティブコードへのコンパイルもサポートされつつあり 今
後の活用の場が広がることは確定的です 後発の言語であるからこそ 既存の言語の長所を取り込み 短所を回避しており あらゆる開発の優れた選択肢になり得ます 本書の著者はjetbrainsのメン
バーで kotlinの開発当初から関わっています 単にkotlinの機能や文法を解説するだけでなく 背景にある考え方や動機 内部的な仕組みについても深く説明しました また 翻訳を手掛けた4
名は 正式リリース前からkotlinを使いこなし 大のkotlin好きを自負する現役エンジニアです そんな彼らが手掛けた本書は まさにバイブルといってもよいでしょう 実際にkotlinで開
発を手掛けている人から この言語に興味を持った人まで ぜひ手元に置いて参照してください have a nice kotlin

The Long Mars 2014-06-19
imaginative sense of wonder at its best thrilling stuff from the masters independent on sunday
2040 2045 in the years after a cataclysmic eruption there is massive economic dislocation as
populations flee to myriad long earth worlds sally joshua and lobsang are all involved in this
perilous work when out of the blue sally is contacted by her long vanished father and inventor
of the original stepper device willis linsay he tells her he is planning a fantastic voyage
across the long mars and wants her to accompany him but he is not what he seems for joshua the
crisis he faces is much closer to home he becomes embroiled in the plight of the next the
super bright post humans who are beginning to emerge from their long childhood in a hidden
community located deep in the long earth ignorance and fear are causing normal human society
to turn against the next and a dramatic showdown seems inevitable the long mars is the third
in the long earth series

碟形世界特警隊 2013
fantasy roman

Wintersmith (Discworld Novel 35) 2007-10-12
thirteen year old johnny maxwell acquires the neighborhood homeless woman s shopping cart when
she is injured and discovers that its contents have the ability to send him back in time from
1996 to 1941 england

Johnny and the Bomb 2007-04-03
supernatural youth the rise of the teen hero in literature and popular culture edited by jes
battis addresses the role of adolescence in fantastic media adventure stories cinema and
television aimed at youth the goal of this volume is to analyze the ways in which young heroic
protagonists are presented in such popular literary and visual texts supernatural youth
surveys a variety of sources whose young protagonists are placed in heroic positions whether
by magic technology prophecy or other forces beyond their control series examined include
harry potter buffy the vampire slayer veronica mars and sabrina the teenage witch supernatural
youth edited by jes battis is essential for educators who work in the fields of english media
studies women s studies lgbt studies and sociology as well as undergraduate students who are
interested in popular culture

Supernatural Youth 2011
this groundbreaking collection provides students with a timely and accessible overview of
current trends within contemporary popular fiction

Twenty-First-Century Popular Fiction 2017-12-04
世界のあらゆるジャンルの本を だれもがカジュアルに楽しめるように作られたペーパーバックは気軽に読書を楽しみながら 海外文化に触れ 英語力upのオマケもついてくる優れモノ pb300はもっと
たくさんの方にペーパーバックを楽しんでいただくためのガイドブックです 掲載作家 作品はすべてアジア最大の洋書取扱い会社 洋販がそのノウハウを集結してセレクトしたイチオシばかり 名作ペーパー
バック300タイトルを完全解説する他 アガサ クリスティーからニック ホーンビィまでの新旧作家紹介 ペーパーバック達人へのインタビューなど ペーパーバックをまるごと楽しむためのヒントが満載
ビギナーもフリークも読みたい本がきっと見つかる 充実のインデックスとアイコン表示つき



PB300 2005-04
inside every living person is a dead person waiting to get out death has been fired by the
auditors of reality for the heinous crime of developing a personality sent to live like
everyone else death takes a new name and begins working as a farmhand he s got the scythe
already after all and for humanity death is just gone which leads to the kind of chaos you
always get when an important public service is withdrawn if death doesn t come for you then
what are you supposed to do in the meantime you can t have the undead wandering about like
lost souls there s no telling what might happen particularly when they discover that life
really is only for the living one taste and you ll scour bookstores for more daily mail reaper
man is the second book in the death series but you can read the discworld novels in any order

Reaper Man 2009-05-27
the essays in this collection address the relationship between children and cultural memory in
texts both for and about young people the collection overall is concerned with how cultural
memory is shaped contested forgotten recovered and re circulated sometimes in opposition to
dominant national narratives and often for the benefit of young readers who are assumed not to
possess any prior cultural memory from the innovative development of school libraries in the
1920s to the role of utopianism in fixing cultural memory for teen readers it provides a
critical look into children and ideologies of childhood as they are represented in a broad
spectrum of texts including film poetry literature and architecture from canada the united
states japan germany britain india and spain these cultural forms collaborate to shape ideas
and values in turn contributing to dominant discourses about national and global citizenship
the essays included in the collection imply that childhood is an oft imagined idealist
construction based in large part on participation identity and perception childhood is
invisible and tangible exciting and intriguing and at times elusive even as cultural and
literary artifacts recreate it children and cultural memory in texts of childhood is a
valuable resource for scholars of children s literature and culture readers interested in
childhood and ideology and those working in the fields of diaspora and postcolonial studies

Children and Cultural Memory in Texts of Childhood 2013-11-07
this collection of essays searches for how history and literature translate into filmic texts
that then reflect the time and place of the translation major motion pictures as well as
television movies and series are the sites of this exploration the opening essay surveys what
films tell us it means to be set in a medieval time while the second looks at one of the most
powerful movie studios since the earliest days of movie making walt disney studios the second
section investigates classic americana by delving specifically into the hegemonic power of
walt disney studios by considering the union between the american pastime of baseball and the
great white way of broadway and by discovering the constantly morphing relationship of the
icons of the wild west section three looks at characters living outside of roles considered
socially appropriate in their world vampire slayers mobsters and those with multiple
personalities the fourth section studies how present day mores of power and beauty control
revisions of historically based stories through issues of vengeance race sexuality and the
notion of beauty itself the final section takes up the question of what it means to
historicize the present moment and analyzes the current period via a very popular and long
running show s depiction of sexuality as accepted or rejected within a paradigm that appears
not merely to tolerate but actively to promote deviance the last essay questions the very
concepts of time and history themselves the articles do not reach one conclusion regarding
this topic but instead provide a variety of perspectives which help to theorize the issue for
the discerning reader

Americanization of History 2010-10-12
seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject english language and literature studies
literature grade 1 00 university of bayreuth language english abstract there scarce exists a
work so popular as robinson crusoe it is read eagerly by young people and there is hardly an
elf so devoid of imagination as not to have supposed for himself a solitary island in which he
could act robinson crusoe were it but in the corner of the nursery ballantyne 7 with these
words john ballantyne reinstates robinson crusoe 1719 as a novel appealing to younger readers



in his essay about daniel de foe sic published in 1810 and indeed although the implicit reader
of the first novel in english literature was not specifically mentioned to be of young age
children have been its principal readers throughout the last 300 years lundin 199 thus it is
not surprising that novels also popular with a younger audience such as treasure island by
robert louis stevenson resemble the famous castaway narrative by repeating its main topics and
motifs like the solitary island and the shipwreck green 143 one of the more recent adaptations
of robinson crusoe is terry pratchett s nation published in 2008 taking place on a south sea
island in a skewed version of the 19th century boyce the story centers around the cultural
encounter of the shipwrecked adolescent daughter of a british colonial governor called daphne
with an indigenous boy named mau whose whole nation was obliterated by a tsunami whereas
robinson crusoe can be clearly considered to be an imperialist and racist novel with its
protagonist becoming the true symbol of the british conquest as james joyce puts it in his
essay about daniel defoe in 1912 joyce 10 pratchett s book has been appraised by critics as a
novel of ideas a ferocious questioning of vested cultural attitudes and beliefs dirda and said
to reveal the stupidity of ignorance and prejudices i e concerning race tucker but taking
claire bradford s warning into account that contemporary children s literature dealing with
cultural difference is not necessarily free of the ideological freight of those earlier times
i e colonialist discourse bradford 48 my research paper will look at terry pratchett s nation
in detail with a theoretical approach based on postcolonial theory and critical whiteness
studies this postmodern version of daniel defoe s novel will be analyzed with special regard
to its concepts of race gender and culture

Metamorphoses of Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe in the Twenty-
First Century 2012-05-07
a comprehensive category killer with over 6 000 varied questions on every topic imaginable as
well as some you might not imagine the 400 quizzes are a mixture of general knowledge and
specialist rounds all aimed at the popular pub or society quiz market on science and
technology nature and the universe human geography history life as we know it arts and culture
sports and games popular culture celebrities and trivia the questions are up to date
interesting and unlike much of the competition accurate

The Mammoth Quiz Book 2013-08-22
perfect family quiz is an invaluable source of entertainment for the whole family whether you
re looking for a fun way to spend a rainy day an activity for a long car journey or you simply
want to improve your general knowledge perfect family quiz has all the questions and answers
with topics ranging from beatrix potter to harry potter and from prime ministers to prime time
tv this easy to use quiz book will provide hours of fun for everyone the perfect series is a
range of practical guides that give clear and straightforward advice on everything from
getting your first job to choosing your baby s name written by experienced authors offering
tried and tested tips each book contains all you need to get it right first time

Perfect Family Quiz 2010-07-28
there s a kind of magic in masks masks conceal one face but they reveal another the one that
only comes out in darkness the opera house in ankh morpork is home to music theatrics and a
harmless masked ghost who lurks behind the scenes but now a set of mysterious backstage
murders may just stop the show agnes nitt has left her rural home of lancre in the hopes of
launching a successful singing career in the big city the only problem is she doesn t quite
look the part and there are two witches who would much rather she return home to join their
coven granny weatherwax and nanny ogg have travelled to ankh morpork to convince agnes that
life as a witch is much better than one on the stage only now they re caught up in a murder
mystery featuring masks and maniacal laughter and the show must go on a master storyteller a s
byatt funny delightfully inventive and refuses to lie down in its genre observer maskerade is
the fifth book in the witches series but you can read the discworld novels in any order

Maskerade 2009-05-27
terry pratchett s writing celebrates the possibilities opened up by inventiveness and
imagination it constructs an ethical stance that values informed and self aware choices



knowledge of the world in which one makes those choices the importance of play and humor in
crafting a compassionate worldview and acts of continuous self examination and creation this
collection of essays uses inventiveness and creation as a thematic core to combine normally
disparate themes such as science fiction studies the effect of collaborative writing and
shared authorship steampunk aesthetics productive modes of ownership intertextuality
neomedievalism and colonialism adaptations into other media linguistics and rhetorics and
coming of age as an act of free will

Terry Pratchett's Ethical Worlds 2020-08-04
university challenge is one of the world s top quiz shows enjoyed by millions both
participants and observers but discworld fans may feel that not many questions cover the real
questions in life for example who or what could be seen as the inspiration for the near tragic
accident from which nanny ogg is saved only be a special willow reinforced hat made for her by
mr vernissage of slice and give a plausible origin for mrs rosie palm proprietor of the famous
house of negotiable affection in the shades each faculty at the unseen university has provided
a set of questions and answers are included for those who are not sure how the poisonous
effects of quicksilver fumes are an occupational hazard of magic users the questions have been
compiled by mr david langford who knows quite as much and arguably more about the discworld as
its creator and terry pratchett has provided an introduction

The Unseen University Challenge 2014-03-20
the ministry of quizzes is the must buy gift book for quiz solvers and puzzlers from david
gentle author of on the tip of my tongue perfect for fans of the gchq puzzle book bletchley
park brainteasers and the ordnance survey puzzle book deep in the heart of whitehall up a
quiet side road is an office block unremarkable on the outside inside it buzzes and bustles
with activity civil servants are hard at work researching compiling cross checking facts and
trivia questions and puzzles this is the ministry of quizzes this small but essential
government department serves the nation s needs on all matters relating to quizzes puzzles and
general knowledge trivia now for the first time their work can be revealed the ministry of
quizzes features an ingenious and irresistible mixture of over 200 quizzes and puzzles to be
played solo or with family and friends not everyone is convinced this government department
actually exists but how else could we explain such a copious and comprehensive collection of
diverse devious and distracting questions and brainteasers i find it impossible to believe you
will not love this book daniel radcliffe

The Ministry of Quizzes 2021-10-14
the only way to make sense of our lives is to tell stories so is it coincidence that we see
the same seven basic plot points repeated over time and across cultures what if the stories we
tell give us clues to our deepest desires and to the meaning of the reality we live in in
reality and other stories peter dray and matt lillicrap explore how seven story archetypes
overcoming the monster rags to riches the quest voyage and return comedy tragedy and rebirth
are not only universal but also found in the story of christ as they unpack each example they
demonstrate how our deepest longing find fulfilment in jesus story this is not just another
christian apologetics book reality and other stories is an ideal gift to give to new
christians and those just beginning to explore faith the authors show the power of
storytelling to affect our lives and through examples of story archetypes demonstrates that
the life of jesus truly is the story at the heart of reality reality and other stories will
help you explore jesus story for yourself and better understand how through jesus we can
discover the true story of reality that gives ultimate purpose to our lives

Reality and Other Stories 2022-08-18
since its release in 2010 ghost light an introductory handbook for dramaturgy has become the
international standard for dramaturgy training and practice as the field of dramaturgy
continues to shift and change this new edition prepares theatre students and practitioners to
create powerful relevant performances of all types



Ghost Light 2023
four hundred years after william shakespeare s death his works continue to not only fill
playhouses around the world but also be adapted in various forms for consumption in popular
culture including in film television comics and graphic novels and digital media drawing on
theories of play and adaptation playfulness in shakespearean adaptations demonstrates how the
practices of shakespearean adaptations are frequently products of playful and sometimes
irreverent engagements that allow new shakespeares to emerge revealing shakespeare s ongoing
impact in popular culture significantly this collection explores the role of play in the
construction of meaning in shakespearean adaptations adaptations of both the works of
shakespeare and of shakespeare the man and contributes to the growing scholarly interest in
playfulness both past and present the chapters in playfulness in shakespearean adaptations
engage with the diverse ways that play is used in shakespearean adaptations on stage screen
and page examining how these adaptations draw out existing humour in shakespeare s works the
ways that play is used as a pedagogical aid to help explain complex language themes and
emotions found in shakespeare s works and more generally how play and playfulness can make
shakespeare relatable relevant and entertaining for successive generations of audiences and
readers

Playfulness in Shakespearean Adaptations 2020-04-30
mysql is a popular and robust open source database product that supports key subsets of sql on
both linux and unix systems mysql is free for nonprofit use and costs a small amount for
commercial use unlike commercial databases mysql is affordable and easy to use this book
includes introductions to sql and to relational database theory if you plan to use mysql to
build web sites or other linux or unix applications this book teaches you to do that and it
will remain useful as a reference once you understand the basics ample tutorial material and
examples are included throughout this book has all you need to take full advantage of this
powerful database management system it takes you through the whole process from installation
and configuration to programming interfaces and database administration this second edition
has a greatly enhanced administration chapter that includes information on administrative
tools server configuration server startup and shutdown log file management database backup and
restore and database administration and repair in addition a new chapter on security describes
data server and client server security while a chapter on extending mysql provides an overview
of mysql internals and describes the use of mysql user defined functions if you know c c java
perl php or python you can write programs to interact with your mysql database in addition you
can embed queries and updates directly in an html file so that a web page becomes its own
interface to the database managing and using mysql includes chapters on the programming
language interfaces and it also includes a complete reference section with specific function
calls for each language also included in the reference section are references to the sql
language and details of the mysql system variables programs and utilities new to the second
edition is a reference to the internal mysql tables which will be of particular interest to
those who want to work extensively with mysql security

Managing & Using MySQL 2002-04-23
many of the best and brightest citizens of developing countries choose to emigrate to
wealthier societies taking their skills and educations with them what do these people owe to
their societies of origin may developing societies legitimately demand that their citizens use
their skills to improve life for their fellow citizens are these societies ever permitted to
prevent their own citizens from emigrating these questions are increasingly important as the
gap between rich and poor societies widens and as the global migration of skilled
professionals intensifies this volume addresses the ethical rights and responsibilities of
such professionals and of the societies in which they live gillian brock and michael blake
agree that the phenomenon of the brain drain is troubling but offer distinct arguments about
what might be permissibly done in response to this phenomenon

Debating Brain Drain 2014-11-28
problems in value theory takes a pro and con approach to central topics in aesthetics ethics
and political theory each chapter begins with a question what makes actions right or wrong



does morality depend on god do we need government contemporary philosophers with opposing
viewpoints are then paired together to argue their position and raise problems with
conflicting standpoints alongside an up to date introduction to a core philosophical stance
each contributor provides a critical response to their opponent and clear explanation of their
view discussion questions are included at the end of each chapter to guide further discussion
with chapters ranging from why the government should never wage war to what is art and does
morality depend on god this introduction covers questions lying at the heart of debates about
what does and does not have value

Problems in Value Theory 2020-02-06
in this guide 100 recommended books and booktalks offer the perfect way to start value
discussions with teens and teen adult book groups with its focus on current popular titles
value packed booktalks genre talks and more for teen readers is a flexible tool for all
educators from young adult ya librarians and readers advisors at public libraries to school
librarians and teachers booktalks are provided for young adult literature published between
2006 and 2010 organized by values addressed in specific genres examples of discussions show
how these booktalks can help teens define what is personally important to them and why unique
in that it ties current popular genres to values courage with adventure titles problem solving
with mystery suspense the book focuses on 100 recently published ya fiction and nonfiction
titles offering summaries lists of themes values statements booktalks and curriculum
connections it also cites passages appropriate for read aloud booktalks designates a general
grade range middle junior or senior high school notes gender appeal for the titles male female
or cross gender and lists similar or related works some published before 2006

Value-Packed Booktalks 2011-04-07
winner of the 2023 locus award for non fiction winner of the british science fiction
association award for best non fiction always readable illuminating and honest it made me miss
the real terry neil gaiman sometimes joyfully sometimes painfully intimate it is wonderful to
have this closeup picture of the writer s working life frank cottrell boyce observer at the
time of his death in 2015 award winning and bestselling author sir terry pratchett was working
on his finest story yet his own the creator of the phenomenally bestselling discworld series
terry pratchett was known and loved around the world for his hugely popular books his smart
satirical humour and the humanity of his campaign work but that s only part of the picture
before his untimely death terry was writing a memoir the story of a boy who aged six was told
by his teacher that he would never amount to anything and spent the rest of his life proving
him wrong for terry lived a life full of astonishing achievements becoming one of the uk s
bestselling and most beloved writers winning the prestigious carnegie medal and being awarded
a knighthood now the book terry sadly couldn t finish has been written by rob wilkins his
former assistant friend and now head of the pratchett literary estate drawing on his own
extensive memories along with those of the author s family friends and colleagues rob unveils
the full picture of terry s life from childhood to his astonishing writing career and how he
met and coped with what he called the embuggerance of alzheimer s disease a deeply moving and
personal portrait of the extraordinary life of sir terry pratchett written with unparalleled
insight and filled with funny anecdotes this is the only official biography of one of our
finest authors spins magic from mundanity in precisely the way pratchett himself did telegraph
as frank funny and unsentimental as anything its subject might have produced himself mail on
sunday

Terry Pratchett: A Life With Footnotes 2022-09-29
science fantasy blends science fiction and fantasy so it tends to be bolder and more highly
colored than pure science fiction in the middle of the last century the british magazine
science fantasy created its own distinctive strains of fantasy narrative most famously by such
writers as brian w aldiss j g ballard john brunner michael moorcock and thomas burnett swann
among others this book looks closely at the whole trajectory of that lost magazine from its
birth in 1950 through 1967 when it was briefly called sf impulse john boston provides a
brilliantly insightful and often every funny account of the rise evolution and final fall of
science fantasy its writers and its quirky editors boston is joined by writer and critic
damien broderick adding his own waspish and nostalgic comments this volume the first of three
dealing with the history and development of the major british sf magazines is a compelling



night journey into the past where the future took a turn down paths not often explored it s a
trip not to be missed

Strange Highways: Reading Science Fantasy, 1950-1967
2013-01-15
throughout history from at least as far back as the epic of gilgamesh mankind has shown a
fascination with physical transformation especially that of humans into animals tales of such
transformations appear in every culture across the course of history they have been featured
in the western world in the work of such authors as ovid petronius marie de france saint
augustine jack williamson charles de lint charaline harris terry pratchett and j k rowling
this book approaches werewolves as representations of a proposed shape shifter archetype
examining with reference to earlier sources how and why the archetype has been employed in
modern literature although the archetype is in a state of flux by its very definition many
common threads are linked throughout the literary landscape even as modern authors add modify
and reinvent characteristics and meanings this is especially true in the work of such authors
examined in this book many of whom have struck a chord with a wide range of readers and non
readers around the world they seem to have tapped into something that affects their audiences
on a subconscious level

The Modern Literary Werewolf 2013-05-11
edited by morag styles and written by an international team of acknowledged experts this
series provides jargon free critical discussion and a comprehensive guide to literary and
popular texts for children each book introduces the reader to a major genre of children s
literature covering the key authors major works and contexts in which those texts are
published read and studied this book provides an illuminating guide to literature that creates
alternative worlds for young readers focusing on the work of ursula le guin terry pratchett
and philip pullman the book considers both the genre of alternative worlds and the
distinctiveness of these authors texts including philip pullman s the amber spyglass

翻訳の世界 1990
many beginning and hobbyist costumers believe that professional costume prop builders have
unlimited and specialized resources with which to ply their craft actually the pros create
things in much the same way that hobbyists do working as resourcefully and creatively as
possible with a limited budget creating the character costume dives into these methods to
showcase how to achieve expert looks with limited means and lots of creativity part one
explores tools materials and construction methods

Alternative Worlds in Fantasy Fiction 2005-08-15
with a brand new format and new questions from the show this official the chase quizbook is
the ultimate indulgence for fans of itv s most popular quiz programme containing 50 of the
most difficult chases where contestants actually beat the chaser this book challenges you to
do the same and defeat one of the show s stars the governess the beast the sinnerman the
barrister and the vixen have you got what it takes to beat them at their own game and answer
the questions that they couldn t with over 3 500 tough questions to test yourself against this
is the ultimate challenge for viewers who reckon they could take on a chaser and win

Creating the Character Costume 2016-11-25
to execute and guarantee the right to privacy and data protection within the european union eu
the eu found it necessary to establish a stable consistent framework for personal data
protection and to enforce it in a decisive manner this book the most comprehensive guide
available to the general data protection regulation gdpr is the first english edition updated
and expanded of a bestselling book published in poland in 2018 by a renowned technology lawyer
expert to the european commission on cloud computing and to the article 29 working party now
the european data protection board on data transfers who in fact contributed ideas to the gdpr
the implications of major innovations of the new system including the obligation of businesses
to consult the gdpr first rather than relevant member state legislation and the extension of



the gdpr to companies located outside of the european economic area are fully analysed for the
benefit of lawyers and companies worldwide among the specific issues and topics covered are
the following insight into the tricky nature of the gdpr rules relating to free movement of
personal data legal remedies liability administrative sanctions how to prove compliance with
gdpr direct liability of subcontractors sub processors managing incidents and reporting data
breaches information on when and under what conditions the gdpr rules may apply to non eu
parties backups and encryption how to assess risk and adjust security accordingly and document
the process guidelines of the european data protection board and the gdpr s digest for
obligated parties in a form of a draft data protection policy the guide often breaks down gdpr
articles into checklists of specific requirements of special value are the numerous ready to
adapt template compliance documents presented in part ii because the gdpr contains a set of
new obligations and a perspective of severe administrative fines for non compliance this guide
is an indispensable practical resource for corporate data protection officers in house counsel
lawyers in data protection practice and e commerce start ups worldwide

The Chase 2016-10-06
werewolves witches vampires demons gods zombies and shape shifters these are just a few
examples of the monstrous that society is confronted with most people have some knowledge
about these creatures and have had fleeting contact with ghosts fairies vampires and goblins
either in their imagination or while reading watching or interacting with other people whether
in reality or the online world from beowulf and buffy to freddy krueger and frankenstein s
monster this collection highlights different aspects of the monstrous and discusses various
ways in which they can be read discussed and understood what does the mother in beowulf really
represent how can the character of zoey redbird really be understood what is the importance of
memories in buffy the vampire slayer and what should we make of terry pratchett s undead
creatures and what role does the children friendly vampire play beyond the night offers a
range of insights into these topics as well as many more it presents the reader with a vast
array of old and new creatures in popular culture analysing the significance they have for
wider society this collection will also help readers to understand their favourite monsters
better in relation to questions concerning sexuality gender social change and otherness

Guide to the GDPR 2019-07-17
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Beyond the Night 2015-09-04
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